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Project of the Month

CLIPSO® is excited to present one of our latest projects...

Brooklyn Nets HSS Training Center
When planning out their new HHS
Training Center in Brooklyn, New York,
the Brooklyn Nets were looking for an
acoustical solution for their practice
facility. Robert Zalewski, of Zalex LLC,
suggested CLIPSO black acoustic
(495D) fabric and LA 53 acoustical batting. This fabric was quickly installed on
both sides of the practice court, giving
the space a stylish and sharp look as
well as good sound qualities. The practice court made its debut at the Grand
Opening ceremony on February 17,
2016. Zalex LLC also completed the
video conference room of the training
center as well, using CLIPSO acoustic
495D fabric in white.
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CLIPSO Acoustic

CLIPSO’s acoustic optimization technology helped to make the Nets’
practice court the ideal mix of stylish and comfortable. CLIPSO acoustic
coverings are highly micro-perforated to improve acoustic performance,
and when they are combined with acoustical batting, NRC’s (Noise Reduction Coefficients) can reach 1.05!
The possibilities are endless when using the CLIPSO system for your
decor. Acoustic coverings are available in many colors, are able to be
custom printed, and can be used for anything from wide-span surfaces
to clouds and partitions. CLIPSO acoustical batting is non-fibrous, lightweight and easy to install. It improves acoustic perfomance further by
absorbing sound waves that pass through the covering.

More Information

For more information about CLIPSO Acoustic, visit our website or email our Director of Sales,
Kip Howard, at khoward@clipso.com.
Like and follow CLIPSO Americas on social media.
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Visit our website at www.clipsoceilingwall.com
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